TUNJET S
2016 Filling Station for 915
Eco-friendly filling system for 915 Safety Cleaner with 100% safeguarding against electrostatic charge and toxic fumes.

Newly developed filling system for more robust design, higher reliability and improved safety.
  ✓ Newly developed filling system for more robust design, higher reliability and improved safety.

Properties
  ✓ Filling of product and compressed air in one operation
  ✓ Special construction 100% safeguarded against static charge
  ✓ Light plastic housing
  ✓ Integrated manometer for visual functional check
  ✓ Large fill capacity (400 ml)
  ✓ Replaceable filling coupling
  ✓ Chemically stable for approved liquids

Application area
  ✓ For eco-friendly and cost-effective filling of refillable spray cans

Instructions
Place TUNJET can on filling plate and press down. Can fills automatically with product and compressed air in approx. 5-8 seconds. If the compressed air is ever insufficient for completely emptying the can, only compressed air can be refilled on the right filling connection.

Notice
  ✓ Air inlet maximum 10 bar
  ✓ Can filled with 8 bar (cleaner)

Product Description | Contents | Packaging Unit | Article Number
--- | --- | --- | ---
Filling Station for 915 | 0 | 1 PCS | W12016A8

Additional accessory | Packaging Unit | Article Number
--- | --- | ---
5-m Suction Hose | 1 PCS | W12018
Connection Set | 1 PCS | W12019
TUNJET Canister Adapter, 0 | 1 PCS | W12028
Storage System | 1 PCS | W12030
Barrel Adapter | 1 PCS | W12032
Product Coupling Rebuilding Kit for 915 | 1 PCS | W12048
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